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The simple yet eye-catching APOLLO
aims to make a big impression among
space. The huge shade embraces
and sheds the light at the same time,
while the LED module is integrated
behind the metal cap.
H: 74' x W: 32' x D: 37'

In keeping with the Laito series
vintage heritage the Laito Opal adds
softness to the classic, streamlined
shape, evoking a subdued glow of
years gone by. 
H: 53' x W: 23' x D: 14

When illuminated the MOAI provides
an atmospheric, ambient glow as light
moves through the sphere and
bounces off the clear glass shade
creating a unique egg-shaped
reflection. 
H: 78' x W: 9' x D: 9'

The LAITO Gentle is inspired by
modern gentlemen who are in
particularly reckoned to be properly-
dressed, caring for details along with
exquisite taste. 
H: 27' x W: 22' x D: 7'

The LAITO Gentle is inspired by
modern gentlemen who are in
particularly reckoned to be properly-
dressed, caring for details along with
exquisite taste. 
H: 16' x W: 29' x D: 6'

Inspired by patterned metal fencing
on balconies and windows, seen
decades ago in urban developments,
meet LING. The LING pendant is a
harmonious arrangement that
embodies minimlism.
H: 78' x W: 53' x D: 3'

An iconic SEED design, the China
LED brings a classic shape into the
new millennium. With a patented
spinning DJ switch and immaculately
crafted metal body.
H: 18' x W: 14' x D: 14'

Our DORA collection is Oh So Chic!
With DORA, end users can really be
a child again. Have fun with the
collection and hang it individually or
in a cluster, in whatever position your
heart desires.
H: 118' x W: 35' x D: 35'

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hpq8soe981s1vd6/AAAR-d-wV8hJ7RxZYfwqZXkGa?dl=0
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Modern Lighting. Table, Floor and Suspension lamps for residential or commercial applications. Stocked in Seattle, WA for quick shipping and
great customer service.

HI-RES IMAGES AVAILABLE
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/hpq8soe981s1vd6/AAAR-d-wV8hJ7RxZYfwqZXkGa?dl=0
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